2020 270 Micro Rules
The rules and/or regulations set forth herein are designed to provide for the
orderly conduct of racing events and to establish minimum acceptable
requirements for such events. These rules shall govern the condition of all
events, and by participating in these events, all participants are deemed to
have complied with these rules. NO EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
SAFETY SHALL RESULT FROM PUBLICATIONS OF OR COMPLIANCE WITH
THESE RULES AND OR REGULATIONS. They are intended as a guide for the
conduct of the sport and are in no way a guarantee against injury or death to
a participant, spectator, or official.
The race director shall be empowered to permit reasonable and appropriate
deviation from any of the specifications herein or impose any further
restrictions that in his/her opinion does not alter the minimum acceptable
requirements. NO EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF SAFETY SHALL
RESULT FROM SUCH ALTERATION OF SPECIFICATIONS. Any interpretation or
deviation of these rules is left to the discretion of the officials. Their decision
is final.
Safety: Cars must be equipped with a properly mounted five point harness. Belts
must be 5yrs old or newer. Drivers must wear SFI approved fire suit, gloves, full
faced helmet, neck brace or head and neck restraint system, and arm restraints.
Raceceivers are required anytime car is on the racing surface.
Weight: Minimum car and driver weight 600lbs. This includes 270’s and stock
450cc four stokes. The weight of restricted 600’s in this class must weight 700lbs.
Any weight added must be bolted securely, painted white with the car number on
it. All cars must scale after qualifying, heats, and features.
Engines: 2 Stroke single Cylinder. 270cc Max. Naturally aspirated- No forced
injection. No fuel Injection. Engines may be spot checked for bore and stroke at
any time for a protest fee of $200 split between driver and track. If found to be
legal the fee will be forfeited to the protested car owner. If found to be illegal the
fee will be returned to the protester and the illegal car will be DQd for that days
events and forfeit all entry fees. Engines will be teched by a member of the track
staff. Stock 450cc 4 strokes are allowed. Also this year Rockfish is allowing

Restricted 600’s during the regular points season. These cars age group will be
10-18yrs old and will follow the U6SA Restricted Rules.
Fuel: Methanol Alcohol. All fuel caps must display car #
Body: Cars must have a complete body (Sprint Car Appearing). No part of car may
extend front or rear bumper or past the outside edge of the tires. Wheel base
shall be a minimum of 56” and a max of 70”. Width of car shall be a minimum 40”
and maximum of 60” (At tire sidewalls).
Wings: Maximum airfoil size 12sqft. Side board maximum size 24” x 54”. Must
have a 12” tall car number on each side board and top of wing. Minimum 8” tall
number on the tail tank both sides. (Restricted 600’s will follow the rules as
listed).
Bumper and Nerf Bars: All cars are required to have bumpers and nerf bars. Nerf
bars must extend to the middle of tire but may not extend beyond outside edge
of tires. Bumpers must extend beyond forward and rear of the tires. Made to
sustain a push.
Adjustments: Maximum 4 in car adjustments. In car defined as any adjustment
that affects car performance and is within reach of driver while in car. No rear
steering adjustments allowed in car.
Drive Train: All cars must be rear wheel drive only. Chain drive only.

